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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to detection of moving objects using distributed acoustic sensing.
[0002] Distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) is a known technique wherein a length of optical fibre is interrogated, usually
by one or more input pulses of light, to provide substantially continuous sensing of vibration activity along the length of
the optical fibre.
[0003] Optical pulses are launched into the fibre and the radiation backscattered from within the fibre is detected and
analysed. The intrinsic scattering from a continuous length of optical fibre is detected. Such sensors allow use of standard
fibre optic cable without the need for deliberately introduced reflection sites such fibre Bragg gratings or the like. The
entire optical fibre from which a backscatter signal can be detected can be used as part of the sensor. Time division
techniques are typically used to divide the signal returns into a number of time bins, with the returns in each time bin
corresponding to a different portion of the optical fibre. Such fibre optic sensors are referred to as distributed fibre optic
sensors as the discrete sensing portions are fully distributed throughout the entire optical fibre.
[0004] Within each discrete sensing portion vibrations or strains of the fibre, for instance from acoustic sources, cause
a variation in the characteristics of the radiation which is backscattered from that portion. This variation can be detected
and analysed and used to give a measure of the disturbance of the fibre at that sensing portion. As used in this specification
the term "distributed acoustic sensor" will be taken to mean a sensor comprising an optical fibre which is interrogated
optically to provide a plurality of discrete acoustic sensing portions distributed longitudinally along the fibre and acoustic
shall be taken to mean any type of mechanical vibration or pressure wave.
[0005] DAS therefore provides useful and convenient sensing solutions that can monitor long lengths of optical fibre
with good spatial resolution. For instance a DAS sensor can be implemented with sensing portions of the order of 10m
long in up to 40km or more of optical fibre, i.e. the 40km length of fibre may be interrogated to provide 4000 contiguous
acoustic sensing portions, each of 10m in length.
[0006] Various types of DAS sensor are known and have been proposed for use in various applications. For instance
such systems have been proposed for perimeter monitoring to detect the movement of land vehicles and personnel
using a buried fibre optic cable. As a vehicle travels towards the buried fibre acoustic signals travel through the ground
to the buried cable and the disturbance can be detected.
[0007] US patent No. 5,194,847 describes a distributed acoustic fibre optic sensor for border monitoring and intrusion
sensing. Coherent light is launched into an optical fibre and any light which is Rayleigh backscattered within the optical
fibre is detected and analysed. A change in the backscattered light in a time bin is indicative of an acoustic or pressure
wave incident on the relevant portion of optical fibre. In this way acoustic disturbances any portion of the fibre can be
detected, which can be used as indication of an intruder. It is suggested that the optical fibre may be buried to detect
foot or vehicular ground traffic or that an optical fibre placed above ground may be used to detect low-flying aircraft.
[0008] The ability to detect aircraft would be advantageous, especially in some border monitoring applications where
other systems to detect aircraft crossing a border may not exists or would be unduly expensive. Further backround art
is disclosed in patent application WO2010/020795, which discloses a fibre distributed acoustic sensing system for
perimeter monitoring. Patent application US 2009/257314 relates to a method and apparatus for detecting, tracking and
classifying aircraft using sound sensors distributed over a wide surface area beneath the surveillance area. A position
of the aircraft at a set of times is estimated by comparing a set of harmonically related Doppler shifted frequencies for
the acoustic emission to an expected zero Doppler shifted frequency of the aircraft to form an estimated position. GB
patent application publication No. 2,442,745 describes a different fibre optic DAS system wherein a plurality of groups
of pulse modulated electromagnetic waves are launched into a standard optical fibre. The frequency of one pulse within
a group differs from the frequency of another pulse in the group. The Rayleigh backscattering of light from intrinsic
reflection sites within the fibre is sampled and demodulated at the frequency difference between the pulses in a group.
[0009] Such DAS sensor systems can usefully be employed in perimeter monitoring to detect movement of personnel
on the ground in the vicinity of the optical fibre, or to detect a vehicle crossing the optical fibre. However typically such
systems simply indicate that a vehicle may have crossed at a particular location along the optical fibre. It would be useful
to be able to provide more information about an object moving in the vicinity of the border. It is an object of the present
invention to provide methods and apparatus for detecting moving objects using DAS.
[0010] Thus according to the present invention there is provided a distributed acoustic sensor apparatus according to
claim 1 and a method according to claim 12. The present invention therefore relates to a distributed acoustic sensing
(DAS) apparatus wherein the measurement signals from each of a plurality of sensing portions of fibre, i.e. the signal
indicating any acoustic signals incident at the sensing portion, are analysed to identify a characteristic of a Doppler shift
in order to detect a moving object.
[0011] The frequency of the measurement signals may therefore be analysed to identify the characteristic of a Doppler
shift. The frequency of the signals may be analysed to detect a relatively intense signal with a relatively narrow frequency
band, i.e. a reasonably strong tonal signature.
[0012] The present inventors have recognised that some vehicles or other moving objects may emit acoustic signals
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with a strong component at a particular frequency, i.e. a strong tonal component. For instance it is realised that aircraft,
especially propeller driven aircraft or rotary wing aircraft such as helicopters, may produce an acoustic signature with a
relatively strong tonal component. When such a vehicle moves relative to the sensing fibre of the DAS sensor this can
lead to a Doppler shift in the acoustic signal detected by the DAS sensor. The sensor apparatus of the present invention
therefore analyses the signals from the sensing portions of optical fibre to detect characteristics of a Doppler shift and
thus detect a moving object.
[0013] The characteristic of a Doppler shift may be a change in the frequency of detected signal at a particular sensing
portion of optical fibre over time. It will be appreciated that the magnitude of the Doppler shift in a received acoustic
signal at a first position at any time will depend on various parameters, one of which is relative velocity of the object in
the straight line direction between the first position and the object. Unless the object is moving in a straight line directly
towards, or away from, the first position the magnitude of the Doppler shift will therefore change over time as the object
moves. Thus the processor may be arranged to detect a change in frequency of the detected signal over time. It will be
appreciated that, assuming the object moves at roughly constant speed and direction, the change in magnitude of
Doppler shift and hence change in detected frequency, will be generally continuous. The change in frequency which is
a characteristic of Doppler shift may therefore may discriminated from a sudden jump in frequency which may be due
to a change in the operating conditions of the object, for example a change of engine gearing etc.
[0014] For an object moving in a relatively constant direction which is not directly towards or away from a given sensing
location the frequency of the signal detected by a sensing portion will generally decrease, both as the object moves
towards the sensing portion (as the component of positive Doppler shift in the detected signal decreases), and also as
the object moves away from the sensing location (as the component of negative Doppler shift in the detected signal
increases). The characteristic of the Doppler signal may therefore be a signal with a frequency that generally decreases.
[0015] The characteristic of Doppler shift may also be detection of signals of different frequency at different sensing
portions of the optical fibre which are spatially separated. The relative velocity of the object as observed from one sensing
portion of the optical fibre will in general be different to the relative velocity of the object as observed from another,
spatially separated, sensing portion of fibre. Thus (unless the two sensing portions of optical fibre are aligned with the
object heading directly towards both sensing portions) the amount of Doppler shift observed by each sensing portion of
optical fibre will be different. The spread of the frequency observed across the various channels of the DAS sensor may
therefore be used as a characteristic of a Doppler shift to detect a moving object.
[0016] The processor may additionally be configured to analyse the characteristic of a Doppler shift to detect the range
and/or location of the object relative to the sensing fibre or bearing to the object.
[0017] As mentioned above if an object, emitting a signal at a given constant frequency, which will be referred to as
the true frequency, travels at a constant speed in a relatively constant direction past a fixed first location (without travelling
directly through said first location) the frequency of any acoustic signal received at that first location from the object will
gradual decrease. Initially the frequency detected at the first location will be higher than the true frequency as the object
is travelling generally towards the first location. As the object gets closer to the first location the frequency will drop. The
rate at which the frequency of the received signals drops will increase until the received signals correspond to the position
of closest approach of the object to the first location. After this time, as the object subsequently moves away from the
first sensing location, the frequency received at the first location will continue to drop but the rate of change of frequency
will start to reduce.
[0018] Thus were a sensing portion of the optical fibre to detect an narrow band acoustic signal from a moving object
travelling past that sensing portion, the acoustic signal detected would have a frequency that decreases over time, with
a rate of change of frequency that increases to a maximum value and then decreases. The maximum rate of change in
frequency will correspond to the signals emitted as the object passes the position of closest approach to the sensing
portion of fibre. Thus, for each sensing portion of optical fibre, the time at which a maximum occurs in the rate of frequency
change of detected signal indicates the time of receipt of signals corresponding to the position of closest approach of
the object to the sensing portion.
[0019] Further, as will be explained in more detail later, the value of the maximum rate of change of frequency from
each of a plurality of sensing portions of fibre will depend on how close the object came to each of those sensing portion,
with the sensing portion that the object came closest to exhibiting the highest rate of change.
[0020] The processor may therefore analyse the measurement signals from a plurality of sensing portions to determine
the time at which the maximum rate of change of frequency occurs for each sensing portion. The processor may also
determine the value of the maximum rate of change of frequency. This can then be used to determine information about
the heading of the object with respect to the optical fibre and/or the distance of the object from the fibre. The sensing
portion for which the measurement signal exhibits the greatest rate of change of frequency of any sensing portion may
be identified the sensing portion that the object passes closest to. The relative times at which the signals from the other
sensing portions exhibit the greatest rate of change of frequency can be used to identify the relative motion of the object.
In other words by plotting the times at which each sensing portion detects signals from the point of closest approach of
that object, the movement of the object along the fibre can be tracked.
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[0021] For received signals that correspond to the position of closest approach, i.e. those signals emitted when the
object was at the position of closest approach, there will be no observed Doppler shift and the received signal will be at
the true frequency. Thus detecting the frequency of the signal at the point of maximum rate of change can provide the
true frequency of the measured signal. From a knowledge of the true frequency of the emitted signal, and the amount
of Doppler shift, the relative velocity of the object can be determined.
[0022] Further by determining the maximum rate of change of frequency for the sensing portions the distance of closest
approach can be determined. As will be explained in more detail later the rate of change of frequency will depend on
the distance of the object from the sensing portion and the velocity of the object. By measuring the maximum rate of
change of frequency of the signal the distance of closest approach can therefore be determined. Thus the processor
can give an indication of the lateral offset of the object from the sensing fibre. The measurement signals from a plurality
of spatially separated sensing portions of optical fibre may therefore be analysed to determine, for each signal, the
maximum rate of change of the frequency as detected for that sensing portion. The distance of the object from the
sensing portion in each instance can then determined and used to plot the movement of the object.
[0023] The processing described above relies on the assumption that the object is moving in a relatively constant
manner, i.e. with a relatively constant speed and direction. In many applications this assumption may be valid, especially
in a relatively short time window, for instance centred around the time at which signals from the closest approach of the
object to the fibre are received. The processor may therefore analyse the signals from the various sensing portions to
detect a maximum rate of change of frequency and the time at which it occurs and then look at the returns from other
sensing portions within a predefined time window. During this time window the motion of the object may be assumed to
be constant.
[0024] Additionally or alternatively the overall characteristics of the signals from the various sensing portions may be
analysed to detect characteristics associated with a change in motion. As mentioned above at any instant the amount
of Doppler shift experienced at any given sensing portion will depend on the current trajectory of the object with respect
to that sensing portion. Thus if the object changes direction the sensing portion that exhibits the maximum frequency
(for an object moving towards the fibre) or minimum frequency (for an object moving away from the fibre) may change.
[0025] Speed changes may additionally be detectable by a change in the true frequency of the emitted sound. For
instance a speed increase may be accompanied by an increase in the frequency of the emitted signal, for example as
an engine revs faster. This may be detecting a frequency increase that effects all channels at roughly the same time
(allowing for propagation delays).
[0026] The processing may be applied in real, or near real time, and/or the data acquired during a period when a
moving object was detected could be stored for later analysis. Thus detection of a characteristic of a Doppler shift could
be used to provide an alert that a moving object has been detected. Following such an alert he data from the relevant
sensing portions may be recorded for subsequent analysis to determine the actual movement of the object.
[0027] In order to detect the characteristic of a Doppler shift the processor may be arranged to perform spectral analysis
on the measurement signal from the sensing portions of optical. The spectral analysis may comprise applying a Fourier
transform to the measurement signal and then detecting any strong frequency component. The processor may apply a
narrow band fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to the sensor data on each channel. In some embodiments, in order to aid in
initial detection of a tonal signature, a number (for example around ten, but not limited to ten) of FFTs may be summed
together from adjacent channels to increase the SNR. The summing average may be rolled across all channels and a
tonal detector may be applied to the summed average in a band of interest (for instance 100-300Hz). An alert on a strong
tonal component may then be detected. Alternatively the data from the FFT for each channel may be directly analysed
by a tonal detector. Once a tonal component is detected the frequency of the tonal component in a plurality of different
channels may be analysed as discussed above.
[0028] Whilst, for a fibre arranged in a linear arrangement, the processing described above can be used to determine
the sensing portion of the fibre that the object passes closest to, the distance of closest approach and the relative motion
of the object along the fibre and the lateral offset from the fibre, the lateral offset will have a positional ambiguity. That
is for a fibre arranged to lie on a north-south line for example, the position at which an object crosses the fibre, the motion
in the north or south direction and the lateral offset of the object from the fibre over time may all be determined - however
without additional information it may not be possible to tell whether the object was travelling east-to-west or west-to-east.
[0029] In some implementations this may not be an issue. Any objects travelling in one direction over the border or
perimeter may be known about and thus any detection of an unknown object is likely to be an object travelling in the
other direction. However in other applications there may be a need to resolve this positional ambiguity. Thus in some
arrangements other sensors may be used to generally determine which side of the fibre an object is on. For example a
second fibre could be arranged alongside, but spatially separated (in a transverse direction) from, the first fibre to allow
DAS sensing on both fibres. The time of arrival of a signal at each fibre would then indicate the direction of origin of the
acoustic source. The second fibre could be interrogated by a different interrogator unit or in some embodiments a single
interrogator unit could be multiplexed between the two (or more) sensing fibres. Other non-DAS sensors could also be
used, for example point microphones or the like arranged spatially separated from the line of the sensing fibre. Such
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additional sensors may be arranged to so as to allow be more sensitive on one side of the fibre than the other. For
instance one or more directional microphones may be arranged to be more sensitive to sounds originating from one
side of the fibre than another.
[0030] In some embodiments however the sensing fibre may be deployed such that any such directional ambiguity
can be determined by appropriate processing. The sensing fibre could be arranged in a non-linear arrangement, for
instance in a generally meandering layout or with sections coiled back on one another and time of arrival techniques or
the like could be used to determine which side of the fibre the acoustic signals arrive from. Clearly the arrangement of
the sensing fibre should be known in order to determine the spatial locations of the sensing portions of optical fibre and
hence allow determination of the position of the moving object. This may be achieved by careful deployment of the
sensing fibre and/or by calibrating the sensing fibre once it is deployed.
[0031] Conveniently, when monitoring a land border or perimeter, the sensing fibre is buried in the ground. Burying
the fibre protects it from environmental effects such as wind and rain, ensures that the fibre, once deployed, stays in the
same location and also can allow the sensing fibre to be covert. Fibre optic cables that are deployed above ground level
will generally be visible, therefore making it relatively easy for the sensing fibres to be located and tampered with.
[0032] It is known that a buried fibre can be used to detect land vehicle or personnel on land but the present inventors
have surprisingly found that a buried optical fibre may also be used to detect air vehicles and to do so reliably, and to
provide information about the speed and/or heading and/or altitude of an aircraft. Where an aircraft crosses an optical
fibre the distance of closest approach will occur when the aircraft is directly overhead and thus the measure of the
distance of closest approach is a measure of altitude. As mentioned above prior art systems used to detect aircraft in a
border monitoring type application have required the use of fibre optic cables located above ground and have purely
detected a disturbance and indicated that an aircraft may be somewhere in the vicinity.
[0033] The optic fibre may be buried underground at a depth of around 0.5m, and the system may be able to detect
aircraft at an altitude of around 300m. Alternatively the fibre may be buried within a structure, for instance as part of a
concrete structure such as part of a border wall or foundations.
[0034] It should be noted that embodiments of the senor of the present apparatus look for the rate of maximum change
in the frequency signal and thus process signals corresponding to the position of closest approach of the object. Such
an embodiment therefore inherently uses those detected signals which are likely to have the highest intensity and best
signal to noise ratio by virtue of having been emitted when the object was relatively close. It would be possible to
determine an amount of Doppler shift by processing signals from when the object is first detected and just before contact
with the object is lost to determine the maximum observable Doppler shift. Such signals will however inherently by
relative low intensity and have a low signal to noise ratio. This would be difficult in any case but especially when using
a buried fibre to detect an aircraft.
[0035] In some embodiments the system may be configured to detect and output parameters associated with aircraft,
for example the system may be able to classify the type of aircraft by analysing the true frequency detected. When a
signal characteristic of a aircraft is detected the sensor may be arranged to generate an alert or alarm and the position
of the aircraft may be highlighted on a display. In an embodiment, the system may be arranged to measure Doppler as
described above and estimate speed. The frequency signal may also be analysed to estimate engine gearing.
[0036] It will be appreciated that the processing described above relies on detection of an acoustic signal with a distinct
narrow band component, i.e. a strong tonal component. It has been appreciated that some aircraft do produce an acoustic
signal with such a tonal component. Some land vehicles may also produce such a component. For instance trains may
produce a tonal component, which may be related to the speed of the train. The sensor of this aspect of the invention
may be advantageously be deployed to monitor the movement of trains, or more generally land vehicles moving along
a route. In this instance the sensing fibre may be arranged to run generally alongside a section of track or road that it is
wished to monitor. In general, with an optical fibre laid along a section of track or road it may be possible to generally
track motion of a vehicle by simply detecting the sensing portions of fibre which are showing signs of a relatively intense
acoustic signal being received at that section of fibre. In other words by just generally detecting the overall noise created
by passage of a train for example it should be possible to determine where along the length of the sensing fibre the train
is located. However if there are multiple tracks running alongside one another, or multiple roads or a road with multiple
lanes, just generally detecting an acoustic disturbance at one section of sensing fibre will not provide any information
as to the lateral offset of the vehicle, e.g. train, from the fibre. Hence it would not be possible to determine which track
the train was on or which road a car say was travelling along.
[0037] Using the sensor of this aspect of the invention however, by detecting a tonal component in the acoustic
signature which is emitted by the vehicle and processing the signature as described above an indication of the lateral
offset of the moving object from the sensing fibre can be determined. This may therefore identify the relevant track or
road that the vehicle is moving along.
[0038] The sensor of this aspect of the present invention is therefore particularly suited to the monitoring of trains
moving along a track and the sensing fibre may be a fibre which is laid or buried alongside a section of track or tracks.
[0039] As mentioned, it has been recognised that some moving objects may naturally emit an acoustic signal with a
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strong tonal component when moving. In some applications however it may be possible to ensure that an object to be
tracked emits a narrow band frequency. Thus in some applications an object may be provided with an acoustic transducer
arranged to produce a narrow band acoustic output, at least during object motion. Thus in effect an object is provided
with an acoustic source that, in use, produces an acoustic output at a predefined frequency. By ensuring that each object
to be tracked is fitted with an acoustic source which broadcasts at a relatively narrow frequency it is ensured that a
Doppler signal may be detected by a sensing fibre when that object moves. Further this allows a known true frequency
to be used which can aid in detecting the appropriate signal. Where multiple objects are to be tracked the same true
frequency could be used for each object or alternatively each object may be arranged to transmit at a different true
frequency, thus detection of the true frequency will enable identification of the relevant object.
[0040] The present invention also relates to a method of distributed acoustic sensing. Thus in another aspect of the
invention there is provided a method of distributed acoustic sensing comprising: interrogating an optical fibre with optical
radiation and producing a measurement signal indicative of incident acoustic signals from each of a plurality of sensing
portions of said optical fibre; and analysing said measurement signals to identify a signal characteristic of a Doppler shift
so as to detect a moving object.
[0041] The method of this aspect of the invention offers all of the same advantages as described above with reference
to the first aspect of the invention and may be used in all of the same embodiments.
[0042] The method may be used to provide monitoring of perimeter or border and the optical fibre may be deployed
along the length of the border or perimeter. The fibre may be buried. The method may provide a method of detecting
aircraft, in particular low flying, light aircraft, crossing said border using a buried optical fibre.
[0043] The method may also be used to provide tracking of land vehicles, and especially trains moving along a route
such as a train track. The method can allow determination of the lateral offset of the vehicle from the sensing fibre and
thus allow determination as to which of multiple tracks or roads the vehicle is travelling along.
[0044] The method may be employed to detect an acoustic signal from an acoustic transmitter located on the object.
The object may be fitted with an acoustic transducer arranged to produce an acoustic output at a defined frequency.
[0045] Whilst in some embodiments the data analysis may be performed in the same general location as the data
collection, in other embodiments the data analysis may be remote from the data collection. For example an interrogation
unit may be arranged to interrogate an optical fibre and detect the backscattered radiation and then transmit data
regarding the measurements to a remote data centre for analysis. Also whilst the method can usefully be employed with
real time returns from a DAS sensor the data from the sensor could be stored for subsequent analysis. Thus in a further
aspect of the invention there is provided a method of processing data acquired from a distributed acoustic sensor to
detect moving objects comprising taking data comprising measurement signals indicative of incident acoustic signals
from each of a plurality of sensing portions of a distributed acoustic sensor; and analysing said measurement signals to
identify a signal characteristic of a Doppler shift so as to detect a moving object.
[0046] As mentioned above the present invention is particularly applicable to the detection of moving aircraft using a
buried optical fibre. Thus in general, in another aspect of the invention there is provided a system for aircraft detection,
comprising a fibre optic interrogator adapted to provide distributed acoustic sensing on a optic fibre along a border; a
sampler arranged to sample a plurality of channels output from said interrogator simultaneously to provide acoustic data
from a plurality of sensing portions of said fibre at each of a plurality of times; and a data analyser adapted to process
said sampled data to detect aircraft near or passing over the border, wherein the optic fibre is buried along the border.
In general the present invention relates to the use of an optical fibre distributed acoustic sensor comprising a buried
optical fibre to detect movement of a powered aircraft.
[0047] In another aspect of the invention a method of detecting powered aircraft is provided, the method comprising
interrogating a buried optical fibre with pulses of electromagnetic radiation to provide a distributed acoustic sensor having
a plurality of sensing portions of fibre and analysing the signals from said sensing portions of fibre to detecting signals
characteristic of a powered aircraft.
[0048] The invention may comprise any combination of the features and/or limitations referred to herein, except com-
binations of such features as are described as mutually exclusive.
[0049] The invention will now be described by way of example only with reference to the following drawings, of which:

Figure 1 illustrates the basic components of a distributed acoustic sensing apparatus;

Figure 2a shows a plan view of an object passing a sensing fibre and figure 2b shows a side elevation;

Figure 3 illustrates the frequency signals that may be detected by sensing portions of the optical fibre during the
object motion shown in Figure 2;

Figure 4 illustrates an object crossing a sensing fibre at an acute angle and the rate of change of frequency in various
different sensing portions;
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Figure 5 shows three different example locations of an object moving toward or away from a sensing portion of
optical fibre;

Figure 6 shows the frequency spread of the detected signals across the length of the optical fibre for the three
example locations shown in figure 5;

Figure 7 illustrates three arrangements for resolving positional ambiguity;

Figure 8 shows a waterfall plot of a DAS sensor detecting an aircraft; and

Figure 9 shows an embodiment for monitoring movement of land vehicles.

[0050] Figure 1 shows a schematic of a fibre optic distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) arrangement. A length of sensing
fibre 104, which may be standard optic fibre such as used in telecommunication applications, is removably connected
at one end to an interrogator 106. The output from interrogator 106 is passed to a signal processor 108 and optionally
a user interface, which in practice may be realised by an appropriately specified PC. The sensing fibre can be many
kilometres in length, and in this example is approximately 40km long, and is deployed in an area to be monitored. In
one embodiment the fibre may be deployed along a border or a perimeter to be monitored and may be buried in the
ground along said border or perimeter.
[0051] In operation the interrogator 106 launches interrogating electromagnetic radiation, which may for example
comprise a series of optical pulses having a selected frequency pattern, into the sensing fibre. The optical pulses may
have a frequency pattern as described in GB patent publication GB 2,442,745. Note that as used herein the term "optical"
is not restricted to the visible spectrum and optical radiation includes infrared radiation and ultraviolet radiation. Back-
scattering results in some fraction of the light input into the fibre being reflected back to the interrogator, where it is
detected to provide an output signal which is representative of acoustic disturbances in the vicinity of the fibre. In one
embodiment the detector is arranged to detect radiation which has been Rayleigh backscattered within said fibre, but
other types of distributed acoustic sensor using other types of backscatter are known.
[0052] The interrogator may therefore comprises at least one laser and at least one optical modulator for repeatedly
producing at least two optical pulses which are separated by a known optical frequency difference. The interrogator also
comprises at least one photodetector arranged to detect radiation which is Rayleigh backscattered from the intrinsic
scattering sites within the fibre.
[0053] The signal from the photodetector is sampled and processed by a processor. The processor conveniently
demodulates the returned signal, for example based on the frequency difference between the optical pulses. The phase
of the backscattered light from various sections of the optical fibre can therefore be monitored. Any changes in the
effective path length from a given section of fibre, such as would be due to incident pressure waves causing strain on
the fibre, can therefore be detected.
[0054] While the interrogator 106 is shown in figure 1 as a single unit, the hardware may be divided into multiple units.
For example, it may be divided into an interrogator box providing raw output data that may then be provided to a separate
processor to provide the processing capability. The processor may include a sampler that is arranged to sample a
plurality of channels output from said interrogator simultaneously to provide acoustic data from a plurality of contiguous
portions of said fibre at each of a plurality of times. The processor may also include a data analyser adapted to process
the sampled data to detect acoustic vibration events and output parameters associated with the detected events.
[0055] The form of the optical input and the method of detection allow a single continuous fibre to be spatially resolved
into a plurality of discrete longitudinal sensing portions. That is, the acoustic signal sensed at one sensing portion can
be provided substantially independently of the sensed signal at an adjacent portion. Such a sensor may be seen as a
fully distributed or intrinsic sensor, as it uses the intrinsic scattering processed inherent in an optical fibre and thus
distributes the sensing function throughout the whole of the optical fibre. The spatial resolution in the present example
is approximately 10m, resulting in the output of the interrogator taking the form of 4000 independent data channels.
[0056] In this way, the single sensing fibre can provide sensed data from effectively a multiplexed array of adjacent
sensing portions of fibre, arranged in a path, which may be straight or curved depending on the application.
[0057] It has been proposed to use such a DAS sensor in border or perimeter monitoring applications. Buried fibres
have been proposed for the detection of ground based vehicles and personnel and fibres located above ground have
been proposed for detection of aircraft. In both situations however the DAS sensor effectively operates by detecting a
disturbances in one or more sensing portions of the optical fibre and simply determines where along the length of the
sensing fibre the disturbance is detected. Due to the relatively strong attenuation of acoustic signals through the ground
the conventional monitoring method may be sufficient for detection of ground vehicles but for aircraft detection it will be
difficult to determine exactly where the aircraft is located as the acoustic signal will travel through the air over a relatively
wide distance. Further the requirement for an above ground fibre also means that such fibre may be effected by envi-
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ronmental conditions such as wind and rain and can not be easily made covert.
[0058] The present inventors have realised that some moving objects, and especially aircraft and in particular light
aircraft, will tend to produce an acoustic signal with a relatively strong, narrow frequency band component, i.e. strong
tonal component. This strong tonal component may be used to detect an aircraft, even using a buried optical fibre. An
aircraft can be distinguished from a ground based source by the number of channels that detect the object. In other
words, the DAS detector relies on the fact that aircraft, for example microlights and helicopters emit a strong tonal over
multiple channels of the sensing fibre. Few ground based noise sources can push a (relatively) high frequency though
the ground very far, so airborne noise sources are unique in lighting up large sections of fibre.
[0059] In a basic detection method, to detect an aircraft flying at an altitude of around 300m above the buried optic
fibre, a narrow band FFT may be applied to the sensor data on each channel by the system. A number (around ten, but
not limited to ten) of FFTs may be summed together from adjacent channels to increase the SNR. The summing average
may be rolled across all channels. A tonal detector may be applied to the summed average in the band of interest
(100-300Hz) and an alert on a signal characteristic of a aircraft may be provided and the position of the aircraft may be
highlighted a display.
[0060] Therefore, in a basic detection method to detect an aircraft it is simply required that a tonal to exist for a long
enough period across a minimum number of channels. Once a tonal is detected, a large FFT is performed on each
channel. Then, the FFT data within a channel is averaged over many seconds. This causes the tonal to become more
apparent than the background noise, which can be reduced. The peak within the FFT is then found and it is ensured
that the width of the peak is narrow, thereby representing a tonal. If the same tonal is present in a minimum set of
adjacent channels then the DAS system outputs a detection event.
[0061] In additional however embodiments of the present invention analyse the measurement signals from a plurality
of sensing portions of optical fibre to detect a characteristic of a Doppler shift to detect a moving object. Further by
analysing the spread and/or change of frequency across a number of different sensing portions of optical fibre the location
and/or speed of the aircraft can be detected. The detection of aircraft will be discussed below but the principles are
applicable to detection of any object which emits an acoustic signal with a strong tonal component (although, as mentioned,
signals from ground based sources may effect fewer sensing portions of optical fibre).
[0062] The skilled person will appreciate that as an object, which emits an acoustic signal at a particular frequency,
moves with respect to a location the well known Doppler effect will result in a change in the detected frequency at that
location.
[0063] In general the change in frequency, Δf, depends on relative velocity of the object away towards the observing
location, vr, i.e.

where f0 is the true frequency of the emitted sound and c is speed of sound.
[0064] For a DAS sensor the location of any individual sensing portion is fixed. However as the object moves, unless
the object is heading directly towards the sensing location (which is unlikely when the sensing portion is part of a buried
optical fibre and the moving object is an aircraft), the relative velocity of the object towards the location of the sensing
portion will change.
[0065] For example, Figures 2a and 2b, illustrate the trajectory 202 of an aircraft flying at a constant altitude, speed
and heading across the sensing fibre 104. In this example the trajectory of the aircraft is such that its horizontal trajectory
is perpendicular to the sensing fibre.
[0066] Figure 2a shows a plan view and figure 2b a side elevation as the aircraft crossed directly overhead a sensing
portion 204 of the fibre 104. In this example the fibre is buried in the ground 206. As the aircraft approaches the fibre it
is moving towards the fibre and thus the relative velocity of the aircraft towards the sensing portion of fibre is positive,
hence there is a positive Doppler shift and the frequency received at the sensing portion 204 is greater than f0. However
it can be seen that the magnitude of the relative velocity towards of the aircraft towards the sensing portion 204 will
change over time. At a time t1, when the aircraft is still heading toward the fibre 104, the relative velocity of the aircraft
to the sensing portion 202 will be: 

where θ1 is, as shown, the angle between the heading of the aircraft and the direction from the aircraft to the sensing
portion and V is the ground speed of the aircraft. It will be clear that when the aircraft is further away the value of θ1 will
be lower and thus the value of vr, and hence the value of the observed Doppler shift will be higher. Thus as the aircraft
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approaches the fibre 104 the detected frequency will drop, as shown by curve 302 in figure 3. However as long as the
aircraft is still approaching the point of closest approach to the fibre it is still moving towards the fibre and the detected
frequency will thus be higher the true frequency f0.
[0067] At time t2 the aircraft is directly overhead the sensing portion 204 of fibre 104. At this point the aircraft is travelling
in a direction tangential to the fibre and the relative velocity of the aircraft toward the fibre is zero Thus at this point the
acoustic signals emitted from the aircraft will not experience any Doppler effect during propagation to the sensing portion
204 and the sensing portion will therefore receive a signal at the true frequency f0.
[0068] As the aircraft passes over the fibre 104 and starts to travel away from the fibre the relative velocity of the
aircraft to the fibre becomes negative and thus the detected frequency will drop still further.
[0069] The same general analysis also holds true for a sensing portion 208 which is spatially separated from sensing
portion 204 and thus also spatially separated from the point at which the aircraft crosses the optical fibre. As the aircraft
approaches sensing portion 208 a positive Doppler shift will be experienced in the received signals. However as sensing
portion 208 is offset from the horizontal heading of the aircraft the relative velocity in the direction between the aircraft
and sensing portion 208 will be lower than that for sensing portion 204 (for any given point on the trajectory 202 the
angle θ to sensing portion 208 will be greater than that to sensing portion 204). Thus the amount of Doppler shift
experienced in the received signals will be lower. The aircraft will however still be heading toward sensing portion 208
until the point of closest approach is reached which, in this example, occurs when the aircraft is directly overhead the
fibre, i.e. at t2. At this point the aircraft will be travelling tangentially to sensing portion 208 and thus the relative velocity
toward sensing portion 208 will be zero. Thus signals emitted from the aircraft at this point will also be received by
sensing portion 208 with no Doppler shift. As the aircraft crossed the fibre and moves away the amount of negative
Doppler shift will increase and thus the detected frequency will drop further.
[0070] Curve 304 in Figure 3 represents the detected frequency at sensing portion 208 as the aircraft crosses the fibre
(adjusted for propagation delays in the time taken for the signals emitted at time t2 say to reach sensing portions 204
and 208 respectively). It can be seen that sensing portion 208 will detect the same generally pattern of frequency drop
as sensing portion 204 but the amount and rate of frequency change at sensing portion 208 will be reduced as compared
to that experienced at sensing portion 204.
[0071] It can therefore be seen that a sensing portion of optical fibre detecting a narrow band acoustic signal from an
object crossing the fibre will exhibit a detected signal with a frequency that continually decreases as the objects moves
(for a steady course heading and speed).
[0072] Thus the signal processor 108 of a DAS sensor of the present invention is arranged to apply spectral analysis
to the acoustic signals detected by the sensing portions of the optical fibre 104. The signal processor may apply a Fourier
transform to the measurement signals from each of a plurality of sensing portions to detect a strong tonal component
that gradually decreases as discussed above.
[0073] Further the rate of change of frequency in the detected signals can be used to determine information about the
movement of the aircraft to the fibre 104. As shown by curves 302 and 304 in Figure 3 the rate of change of frequency
increases as the aircraft approaches the point of closest approach, in this case directly overhead sensing portion 204.
Once the aircraft has passed this position of closest approach the rate of change starts to decrease. Thus the time at
which the rate of change of frequency is at a maximum can be used to determine the time at which signals were received
from the closest approach of the aircraft to the relevant sensing portion.
[0074] As will be appreciated from equations (1) and (2) above the change of frequency with time, Δf(t), will be: 

[0075] The change in relative velocity with time, vr(t), can be expressed in terms of the change in angle between the
heading of the aircraft and the direction to the sensing portion with time, θ(t), i.e. vr(t) is equal to V.cos θ(t).
[0076] It will be appreciated from figure 2a that if t is defined as zero at the point of closest approach, and positive
before the point of closest approach is reached, then: 

 with V.t representing the horizontal distance of the aircraft from the fibre, and d0 being the distance of closest approach,
which, for sensing portion 204 where the aircraft crosses directly overhead, represents the altitude of the aircraft.
[0077] Based on equations (3) and (4) it can be seen that 
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[0078] It can easily be shown that the rate of change of frequency is greatest at a time equal to t = 0, i.e. at the point
of closest approach. Further the rate of change depends upon the distance of closest approach with a shorter distance
of closest approach leading to a greater maximum rate of change. Thus as shown in Figure 3 the maximum rate of
change of frequency occurs in both curves 302 and 304 when the aircraft was at the point of closest approach. However
curve 302, from sensing portion 204, shows a steeper gradient and thus faster rate of change than curve 304 from
sensing portion 208.
[0079] In the example shown in Figure 2 the aircraft flies in a horizontal direction which is perpendicular to the direction
in which the fibre extends. In this case the aircraft will be at its point of closest approach to each sensing portion of the
fibre at the same time, when it is directly overhead the fibre, i.e. above sensing portion 204.
[0080] Each sensing portion that detects the tonal acoustic signal from the aircraft will therefore exhibit a change in
frequency of the detected signal over time, with the greatest absolute frequency change and the greatest rate of change
of frequency being exhibited by the sensing portion that the aircraft passes directly over. A sensing portion which is a
few hundred metres away will exhibit a relatively lesser absolute frequency change and also the maximum rate of change
of frequency will be lower. By analysing the absolute value of frequency change and/or the rate of change of frequency
of the detected signals from a plurality of sensing portions it is therefore possible to determine which sensing portion
was closest to the object as it passed the sensing fibre.
[0081] It is also possible to determine, for each sensing portion, the time at which the signals corresponding to the
point of closest approach were received. For the example described above the point at which the object is actually at
the position of closest approach to a sensing portion will be the same for all sensing portions. However the propagation
time from the object to the relevant sensing portions of fibre will depend on the relative distance. Thus the signal emitted
at this point will be received at the sensing portion 204 directly below the object at a first time and then slightly later at
sensing portion 208. Thus in the signals detected by the relevant sensing portions the maximum rate of change of
frequency in sensing portion 208 may occur slightly later than in sensing portion 204. However if one were to look at a
third sensing portion (not separately illustrated) which is spatially separated from sensing portion 204 by the same
distance as sensing portion 208, but on the other side of the fibre, this third sensing portion would also exhibit a maximum
rate of change of frequency as it detects signals from the aircraft passing overhead. As this third sensing portion is
spaced equidistant from the point of crossing as sensing portion 208 the propagation delay will be the same and thus
both sensing portion 208 and the third sensing portion will receive the signals at the same time. If two spatially separate
portions of optical fibre experience the maximum rate of change in frequency at the same time as one another the aircraft
must be travelling in a direction which is perpendicular to a plan containing said sensing portions. In the application to
border monitoring one can assume the general direction of travel will in a horizontal direction and hence the aircraft can
be taken to be moving in a direction perpendicular to the vertical plane containing the sensing portions.
[0082] If the aircraft had a different trajectory then it would reach closest approach to different parts of the optical fibre
at different times, as illustrated in Figure 4. Figure 4 shows a sensing fibre 104 and the trajectory 402 of an aircraft
passing the fibre. In this case the aircraft approaches the fibre at an acute angle in the horizontal plane. It will be clear
that the aircraft will be at a point of closest approach to a sensing portion at location 404 at a first time t1, and later at a
time t2 will reach closest approach to sensing portion 406. At time t3 the aircraft crosses the fibre over sensing portion
408 and thus makes closest approach to sensing portion 408. Only after the aircraft has crossed the fibre does it reach
closest approach to sensing portions 410 and 412 and times t4 and t5 respectively.
[0083] By determining the time at which the point of closest approach occurs for multiple sensing portions of fibre the
passage of the aircraft along the fibre can thus be determined. As mentioned above the position of closest approach
can be determined by looking at the rate of change of frequency in the signal from the sensing portions and identifying
the time of maximum rate of change of frequency. Figure 4 illustrates graphs of the rates of change of frequency for the
various sensing portions in the respective periods. As mentioned above the overall value of the rate of change of frequency
will depend on the distance of closest approach. Thus by analysing the actual value of the maximum rate of change of
frequency from the various sensing portions the sensing portion that the aircraft came closest to can be identified. In
border monitoring applications this may inherently mean the position at which the aircraft crossed the fibre (depending
on the fibre alignment).
[0084] Further, it can be seen from equation (5) above that the rate of change of frequency with time depends on the
distance of closest approach. By looking at the value of maximum rate of change of frequency for a number of sensing
portions it is possible to determine a value for the distance of closest approach to those sensing portions. Once the
distance of the closest approach to a plurality of sensing portions has been established the trajectory of the aircraft
relative to the sensing fibre can be determined.
[0085] As well as using the rate of change of frequency as an indication of the time of closest approach of an object
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to a sensing portion of fibre it is also possible to use the frequency characteristics along the length of the sensing fibre.
From the discussion above it can be seen that the maximum Doppler shift experienced by any sensing portion of the
fibre will be that sensing portion that, on the current trajectory, will be or would have been the sensing portion that the
object would pass closest to, i.e. in equation 2 where θ is closest to 0° or 180°. Thus
[0086] Figure 5 illustrates, in plan view, three spatially separated sensing portions 502, 504, and 506 arranged along
a sensing fibre 104, with sensing portions 504 and 506 being arranged equally spaced about sensing portion 502. Now
consider an object at position A and heading towards the fibre in the direction shown by the solid arrow so that it would
cross the fibre at the position of sensing portion 502. The dotted arrows illustrate the direction signals from this locations
would travel in to reach sensing portions 504 and 506.
[0087] As the object is moving towards the fibre the signal received at each of the sensing portions will have a positive
Doppler shift. The maximum observed Doppler shift will occur at sensing portion 502 and the Doppler shift will reduce
as one moves along the fibre. In this example the object is on a heading which in, the horizontal plane is perpendicular
to the fibre 104. Thus the observed Doppler shift will be symmetrical about the location of sensing portion 502. The top
plot in Figure 6 therefore illustrates the frequency detected by a sensing portion as a function of distance along the
sensing fibre for example A.
[0088] Now consider an object at location B but again moving toward the fibre so as to cross the fibre at sensing
portion 502 as illustrated by the solid arrow. The dotted arrows again show the direction to the sensing portions 504 and
506. With an object on this heading it can be seen that the angles to sensing portions 504 and 506 are no longer
symmetrical. Further at this position, which is further from sensing portion 502 that position A, the overall spread of
angles is reduced. Thus although the sensing portion 502 would again experience the highest amount of positive Doppler
shift in the this arranged the spread of detected frequencies through the sensing fibre would not be symmetrical as
illustrated in the middle plot of Figure 6.
[0089] Finally consider an object at location C which is moving away from the fibre along a trajectory which means it
is heading away from section 502 in the direction shown by the solid arrow. In this case section 502 will show the greatest
negative Doppler shift. It can also be seen that at location C the object has not yet reached the point of closest approach
to sensing portion 506 and thus at this sensing portion a positive Doppler shift will be experienced. The lower plot of
Figure 6 illustrates an example frequency distribution across the sensing portions of the optical fibre 104.
[0090] Thus the instantaneous frequency distribution of the detected signals along the optical fibre can be used to
determine information about the current heading of an object. This can also be used to determine is an object changes
directions.
[0091] All of the embodiments discussed above have so far discussed use of a generally straight fibre. If the fibre were
deployed in a generally straight arrangement then there may be some positional ambiguity in the detection of the moving
object. For instance referring to Figure 2a and 2b exactly the same traces as shown in Figure 3 would be detected if the
object was moving in the opposite direction to that shown. Referring to Figure 4 the same timings and frequency changes
would also be detected were an object to travel on a trajectory that was mirrored about the axis of the fibre. thus in the
absence of additional information with a straight fibre it is not possible to determine in which direction the object crossed
the fibre.
[0092] In some embodiments therefore the fibre or additional sensors may be arranged such that such positional
ambiguity can be resolved. Figure 7 shows three example embodiments. In a first embodiment the fibre 104 may be
arranged in a non-straight manner, for instance a meandering pattern as shown or a curved pattern. As an object
approaches the fibre the time of arrival of signals can be used to determine which side of the fibre the object is on, or
the time of closest approach to the different sections of the fibre could be determined as set out above and used to
resolve the ambiguity. In another embodiment an additional length of fibre 704 is used. This could be a different part of
the same fibre or a separate optical fibre could be used. If a separate optical fibre is used it could be interrogated by the
same interrogator unit 106 is an multiplexed arranged or by a different interrogator. In a third embodiment additional
sensors 702 are used to detect the object. The sensor could be preferentially sensitive to one side of the fibre only, e.g.
directional microphones.
[0093] Figure 8 is a waterfall graph showing the output of the interrogator of figure 1 when sued to detect aircraft. In
figure 8, frequency is displayed on the x axis and time is displayed on the y axis. As can be seen from figure 8, a first
event 130 occurs at a first time. As can be seen the detected frequency increases to a maximum and then decays back
to the background level. No significant processing was applied to this detection but this shows that aircraft can be
detected by a buried DAS fibre.
[0094] As can be seen from figure 8, as the frequency of the engine noise can be detected, it may also be possible
to apply other analysis to the detected signals to identify estimate engine speed and engine gearing and/or identify a
type of engine. Demodulated noise processing can be used to extract the number of cylinders, i.e. whether or not it’s 2
stroke or 4 stroke etc. Upon detection of the aircraft, an appropriate response can be automatically triggered, such as
training surveillance cameras to the detected position of the aircraft, or contacting the authorities with the detected
location of the aircraft.
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[0095] Although the term aircraft is used throughout the above description, the term aircraft should be understood to
mean any powered vehicle capable of flying, such as aeroplanes, helicopters, microlights (ultralights) and powered
paragliders (paramotors), for example.
[0096] Whilst the embodiments of the present invention are particular suitable for detecting aircraft the general methods
are applicable to detection of any moving objects that emit a strong narrow frequency band signal. In another example
the DAS sensor according to embodiments of the present invention is deployed to monitor trains.
[0097] As shown in Figure 9 an optical fibre 104 may be deployed alongside one or more train tracks 902, although
in other embodiments the fibre may be deployed alongside different roads to detect road traffic. The fibre can be connected
to an interrogator unit as discussed above and used to provide sensing as trains 908, 910 pass on the tracks.
[0098] Conventional DAS sensing can be used to generally determine the location of a train on the tracks 902 by
detecting where along the fibre is experiencing a disturbance. However using conventional DAS sensing in an embodiment
such as shown in Figure 9 it would not be possible to determine which track a train was travelling along. However
according to embodiments of the present invention the relative distance can be determined by comparing the rate of
change of frequency as the train passes by a sensing portion.
[0099] Whilst trains may well produce an inherent acoustic signal with a strong tonal component it is possible to ensure
a strong tonal signature by fitting the trains 908, 910 with acoustic transducers configured to emit a particular frequencies.
This will ensure that there is a strong tonal component that can be detected and processed using the Doppler processing
techniques discussed above. Each train could be fitted with a transducer that transmits the same predetermined frequency
or transducer 906 could be arranged to emit a different frequency to transducer 912.
[0100] It should be noted that for the processing as discussed above the distance between the optical fibre and the
position of closest approach of the object should be at least equal to the spatial length of the sensing portions of fibre
in the environment. If the object passed very close to the optical fibre then the sensing portion may detect signals with
both positive and negative Doppler shift in the same sensing portion. For detecting aircraft a sensing portion length of
10m is acceptable as the aircraft will typically be tens of metres above the ground at least. For other applications the
deployment of the fibre and choice of spatial resolution may be based on the likely distance of closest approach.
[0101] Whilst endeavouring in the foregoing specification to draw attention to those features of the invention believed
to be of particular importance, it should be understood that the applicant claims protection in respect of any patentable
feature or combination of features which fall within the scope of the following claims.

Claims

1. A distributed acoustic sensor apparatus comprising:

an interrogator unit (106) for, in use, interrogating an optical fibre (104) with optical radiation and producing a
measurement signal indicative of incident acoustic signals from each of a plurality of sensing portions (204,
208; 404, 406,408,410,412) of said optical fibre; and
a processor (108) configured to analyse said measurement signals to identify a signal characteristic of a Doppler
shift so as to detect a moving object;
wherein the processor is configured to analyse the characteristic of a Doppler shift to detect the range and/or
location of the object relative to the sensing fibre; and characterised in that:
the processor is configured to analyse the measurement signals from a plurality of sensing portions (404,
406,408,410,412) to determine the time (t1, t2, t3, t4, t5) at which the maximum rate of change of frequency
occurs for each sensing portion and wherein the time at which the maximum rate of change of frequency occurs
for each sensing portion is used to determine the time at which the object was closest to that sensing portion.

2. An apparatus as claimed in claim 1 wherein said characteristic of a Doppler shift comprises at least one of: (i) a
decrease, which may be a continuous decrease, in the frequency of detected signal at a particular sensing portion
of optical fibre over time and (ii) detection of signals of different frequency at different sensing portions of the optical
fibre which are spatially separated.

3. An apparatus as claimed in any preceding claim wherein the processor is adapted to use the times at which each
sensing portion detects signals from the point of closest approach of that object to track the movement of the object
along the fibre.

4. An apparatus as claimed in any preceding claim wherein the processor is configured to determine the value of the
maximum rate of change of frequency for each of a plurality of sensing portions, and, optionally, the processor is
further configured to determine the sensing portion for which the measurement signal has the greatest value of
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maximum rate of change of frequency out of any sensing portion and to identify such sensing portion as the sensing
portion which the object passed closest to.

5. An apparatus as claimed in any preceding claim wherein the processor is configured to identify the frequency of the
measurement signal which corresponds to the maximum value of rate of change of frequency as the true frequency
of the acoustic signal emitted by the object, and, optionally, the processor is further configured to use the true
frequency to determine the relative velocity of the object.

6. An apparatus as claimed in any preceding claim wherein the processor is configured to determine the distance of
closest approach of the object to a sensing portion by analysing the maximum rate of change of frequency.

7. An apparatus as claimed in any preceding claim wherein, having detected an object, the processor is configured to
analyse the characteristics of the signals from a plurality of sensing portions to detect characteristics associated
with a change in motion, wherein optionally said characteristics associated with a change in motion comprise a
change in location of the sensing portion that exhibits a local maximum or minimum in frequency of the measurement
signal.

8. An apparatus as claimed in claim 7 wherein said characteristics associated with a change in motion comprise a
sudden increase or decrease in frequency of the measurement signal from several sensing portions.

9. An apparatus as claimed in any preceding claim wherein the processor is configured to analyse the time of arrival
of acoustic signals emitted from the object at different locations of the optical fibre and/or distance of closest approach
of an object to different locations of the optical fibre to avoid any positional ambiguity in the location of the object.

10. An apparatus as claimed in any preceding claim wherein the processor is configured to receive data from at least
one other sensor to avoid any positional ambiguity in the location of the object.

11. An apparatus as claimed in any preceding claim wherein the processor is configured to analyse said measurement
signals to detect signals characteristic of an aircraft, wherein said signals characteristic of an aircraft may optionally
comprise tonal measurement signals from a predetermined number of the plurality of sensing portions.

12. A method of distributed acoustic sensing comprising processing data acquired from a fibre optic distributed acoustic
sensor (103, 106) to detect moving objects, the processing comprising taking data comprising measurement signals
indicative of incident acoustic signals from each of a plurality of sensing portions (204, 208; 404, 406,408,410,412)
of a fibre optic distributed acoustic sensor; and analysing said measurement signals to identify a signal characteristic
of a Doppler shift so as to detect a moving object;
analysing the characteristic of a Doppler shift to detect the range and/or location of the object relative to the fibre
optic distributed acoustic sensor and
characterised by:
analysing the measurement signals from a plurality of sensing portions (404, 406,408,410,412) to determine the
time (t1, t2, t3, t4, t5) at which the maximum rate of change of frequency occurs for each sensing portion and wherein
the time at which the maximum rate of change of frequency occurs for each sensing portion is used to determine
the time at which the object was closest to that sensing portion.

13. A method of distributed acoustic sensing according to claim 12, whereby the step of taking data comprises interro-
gating an optical fibre (102) with optical radiation and producing a measurement signal indicative of incident acoustic
signals from each of a plurality of sensing portions of said optical fibre; and

14. A method as claimed in claim 13 wherein said optical fibre is deployed along the length of the border or perimeter
and said method comprises monitoring of said border or perimeter.

15. A method as claimed in any of claims 13 to 14 comprising detecting an acoustic signal from an acoustic transmitter
located on the object.

16. A method as claimed in claim 15 comprising fitting an object to be detected with an acoustic transducer arranged
to produce an acoustic output at a defined frequency.
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Patentansprüche

1. Verteilte akustische Sensorvorrichtung, umfassend:

eine Abfrageeinheit (106), die eine Lichtleiterfaser (104) im Einsatz mit optischer Strahlung abfragt und ein
Messsignal erzeugt, das in der Lichtleiterfaser einer Vielzahl von Messabschnitten (204, 208; 404, 406, 408,
410, 412) eintreffende akustische Signale anzeigt; und
einen Prozessor (108), der dafür ausgelegt ist, diese Messsignale mit dem Ziel zu analysieren, die Signalcha-
rakteristik einer Dopplerverschiebung zu erkennen und so ein sich bewegendes Objekt zu erfassen;
wobei der Prozessor dafür ausgelegt ist, die Charakteristik einer Dopplerverschiebung zu analysieren, um den
Bereich und/oder die Lage dieses Objekts relativ zur messgrößenempfindlichen Faser zu erkennen; und da-
durch gekennzeichnet ist, dass:
der Prozessor dafür ausgelegt ist, die Messsignale einer Vielzahl von Messabschnitten (404, 406, 408, 410,
412) zu analysieren, um die Zeit (t1, t2, t3, t4, t5) zu bestimmen, zu der für jeden Messabschnitt die maximale
Frequenzänderungsgeschwindigkeit auftritt und wobei die Zeit, zu der die maximale Frequenzänderungsge-
schwindigkeit für jeden Messabschnitt auftritt dazu verwendet wird, um die Zeit zu bestimmen, zu der das Objekt
dem Messabschnitt am nächsten war.

2. Vorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei die Charakteristik einer Dopplerverschiebung mindestens eines der folgenden
Phänomene aufweist: (i) eine (auch kontinuierliche) Abnahme der Frequenz des detektierten Signals an einem
bestimmten Messabschnitt der Lichtleiterfaser im Zeitverlauf und (ii) Detektieren von Signalen unterschiedlicher
Frequenzen an verschiedenen räumlich getrennten Messabschnitten.

3. Vorrichtung gemäß einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Prozessor dafür ausgelegt ist, die Bewegung
des Objekts entlang der Faser mittels der Zeitpunkte zu verfolgen, zu denen die einzelnen Messabschnitte die
Signale zum Zeitpunkt der größten Annäherung dieses Objekts erfasst haben.

4. Vorrichtung gemäß einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Prozessor dafür ausgelegt ist, für jeden der
vielen Messabschnitte den Wert der maximalen Frequenzänderungsgeschwindigkeit zu bestimmen und der Pro-
zessor ist gegebenenfalls ferner dafür ausgelegt, den Messabschnitt zu bestimmen, der unter allen Messabschnitten
den größten Wert für die maximale Frequenzänderungsgeschwindigkeit aufweist und diesen Messabschnitt als den
Messabschnitt zu identifizieren, an dem das Objekt mit der geringsten Distanz vorbeiflog.

5. Vorrichtung gemäß einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Prozessor dafür ausgelegt ist, diejenige
Frequenz des Messsignals als die wahre Frequenz des vom Objekt emittierten akustischen Signals zu identifizieren,
die dem maximalen Wert der Frequenzänderungsgeschwindigkeit entspricht und der Prozessor ist gegebenenfalls
ferner dafür ausgelegt, die relative Geschwindigkeit des Objekts mittels der wahren Frequenz zu bestimmen.

6. Vorrichtung gemäß einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Prozessor dafür ausgelegt ist, durch Analy-
sieren der maximalen Frequenzänderungsgeschwindigkeit den Abstand zu bestimmen, an dem das Objekt einem
Messabschnitt am nächsten war.

7. Vorrichtung gemäß einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Prozessor dafür ausgelegt ist, die Eigen-
schaften der von der Vielzahl von Messabschnitten stammenden Signale zu analysieren, um mit Bewegungsände-
rungen verbundene Eigenschaften zu erfassen, nachdem ein Objekt erfasst wurde, wobei die mit Bewegungsän-
derungen verbundenen Eigenschaften gegebenenfalls Ortsveränderungen der Messabschnitte aufweisen, die ein
lokales Frequenz-Maximum oder Frequenz-Minimum des Messsignals zeigen.

8. Vorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 7, wobei die mit Bewegungsänderungen verbundenen Eigenschaften eine plötzliche
Zu- oder Abnahme der Messsignalfrequenz der vielen Messabschnitte umfassen.

9. Vorrichtung gemäß einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Prozessor dafür ausgelegt ist, die Ankunftszeit
der akustischen Signale zu analysieren, die das Objekt an verschiedenen Stellen der Lichtleiterfaser emittiert
und/oder die Entfernung der größten Annäherung des Objekts an verschiedene Stellen der Lichtleiterfaser zu ana-
lysieren, um mehrdeutige Positionen des Objekts zu vermeiden.

10. Vorrichtung gemäß einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Prozessor dafür ausgelegt ist, von mindestens
einem anderen Sensor Daten zu empfangen, um unklare Positionsangaben für das Objekt zu vermeiden.
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11. Vorrichtung gemäß einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Prozessor für die Analyse der Messsignale
ausgelegt ist, um die Signalcharakteristiken eines Flugzeugs zu detektieren, wobei die Signalcharakteristik eines
Flugzeugs gegebenenfalls auch tonale Messsignale einer vorbestimmten Anzahl der Vielzahl von Messabschnitten
umfassen kann.

12. Verfahren zur verteilten akustischen Erfassung, umfassend das Verarbeiten von Daten, die von einem verteilten
akustischen Sensor (103, 106) erfasst werden, um sich bewegende Objekte zu erfassen, wobei in dem faseroptisch
akustischen Sensorsystem Messsignale von jedem der Vielzahl von Messabschnitten (204, 208; 404, 406, 408,
410, 412) verarbeitet werden, die einfallende akustische Signale anzeigen; und umfassend das Analysieren der
Messsignale, um die Signalcharakteristik einer Dopplerverschiebung zu identifizieren, um ein sich bewegendes
Objekt zu erfassen;
die Charakteristik einer Dopplerverschiebung zu analysieren, um den Bereich und/oder die Lage dieses Objekts
relativ zur messgrößenempfindlichen Faser der verteilten akustischen Sensoren zu erkennen und dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet ist, dass:
die Messsignale einer Vielzahl von Messabschnitten (404, 406, 408, 410, 412) zu analysieren, um die Zeit (t1, t2,
t3, t4, t5) zu bestimmen, zu der für jeden Messabschnitt die maximale Frequenzänderungsgeschwindigkeit auftritt
und wobei die Zeit, zu der die maximale Frequenzänderungsgeschwindigkeit für jeden Messabschnitt auftritt dazu
verwendet wird, um die Zeit zu bestimmen, zu der das Objekt dem Messabschnitt am nächsten war.

13. Verfahren zur verteilten akustischen Erfassung gemäß Anspruch 12, wobei das Entnehmen von Daten umfasst,
einen Lichtleiterfaser (102) mittels optischer Strahlung abfragen und für jeden der Vielzahl von Messabschnitten
der Lichtleiterfaser Messsignale erzeugen, die eintreffende akustische Signale anzeigen.

14. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 13, wobei die Lichtleiterfaser entlang einer Grenze oder einem Umfang eingesetzt wird
und das Verfahren die Überwachung dieser Grenze oder dieses Umfangs umfasst.

15. Verfahren gemäß einem der Ansprüche 13 bis 14, umfassend das akustische Signal eines am Objekt angeordneten
akustischen Senders erfassen.

16. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 15, umfassend ein mit einem elektroakustischen Wandler zu erfassendes Objekts so
ausrüsten, dass es bei einer definierten Frequenz ein akustisches Signal erzeugt.

Revendications

1. Un appareil de détection acoustique repartie comprenant :

une unité d’interrogation (106) pour, en cours d’utilisation, interroger une fibre optique (104) avec rayonnement
optique et la production d’un signal de mesure indiquant des signaux acoustiques incidents provenant de
chacune d’une pluralité de parties de détection (204, 208, 404, 406, 408, 410, 412) de ladite fibre optique ; et
un processeur (108) configuré pour analyser lesdits signaux de mesure afin d’identifier un signal caractéristique
d’un décalage Doppler de manière à détecter un objet en mouvement ;
dans lequel le processeur est configuré pour analyser la caractéristique d’un décalage Doppler pour détecter
la plage et / ou la position de l’objet par rapport à la fibre de détection ; et caractérisé en ce que :
le processeur est configuré pour analyser les signaux de mesure provenant d’une pluralité de parties de détection
(404, 406, 408, 410, 412) pour déterminer le temps (t1, t2, t3, t4, t5) auquel le taux maximal du changement de
fréquence se produit pour chaque partie de détection et dans lequel le temps auquel le taux maximal du
changement de fréquence se produit pour chaque partie de détection est utilisé pour déterminer le temps auquel
l’objet était le plus proche de cette partie de détection.

2. Un appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite caractéristique d’un décalage Doppler comprend au moins
l’une parmi : (i) une diminution, qui peut être une diminution continue, dans la fréquence du signal détecté à une
partie de détection particulière de la fibre optique au fil du temps et (ii) la détection de signaux de fréquence différente
à différentes parties de détection de la fibre optique qui sont séparées spatialement.

3. Un appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le processeur est adapté pour
utiliser les instants auxquels chaque partie de détection détecte les signaux du point d’approche le plus proche de
cet objet pour suivre le mouvement de l’objet le long de la fibre.
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4. Un appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le processeur est configuré pour
déterminer la valeur du taux maximal de changement de fréquence pour chacune d’une pluralité de parties de
détection, et, facultativement, le processeur est en outre configuré pour déterminer la partie de détection pour lequel
le signal de mesure a la plus grande valeur du taux maximal de changement de fréquence hors de toute partie de
détection et pour identifier de telle partie de détection telle que la partie de détection à laquelle l’objet est passé le
plus près.

5. Un appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le processeur est configuré pour
identifier la fréquence du signal de mesure qui correspond à la valeur maximale du taux de changement de fréquence
en tant que fréquence réelle du signal acoustique émis par l’objet, et, facultativement, le processeur est en outre
configuré pour utiliser la fréquence réelle pour déterminer la vitesse relative de l’objet.

6. Un appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le processeur est configuré pour
déterminer la distance de l’approche la plus proche de l’objet à une partie de détection en analysant le taux maximal
de changement de fréquence.

7. Un appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel, après avoir détecté un objet, le
processeur est configuré pour analyser les caractéristiques des signaux provenant d’une pluralité de parties de
détection afin de détecter des caractéristiques associées à un changement de mouvement, dans lequel facultati-
vement lesdites caractéristiques associées avec un changement de mouvement comprennent un changement
d’emplacement de la partie de détection qui présente un maximal ou un minimal local dans la fréquence du signal
de mesure

8. Un appareil selon la revendication 7, dans lequel lesdites caractéristiques associées à un changement de mouvement
comprennent une augmentation ou une diminution soudaine dans la fréquence du signal de mesure provenant de
plusieurs parties de détection.

9. Un appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le processeur est configuré pour
analyser le temps d’arrivée des signaux acoustiques émis par l’objet à différents emplacements de la fibre optique
et / ou la distance d’approche la plus proche d’un objet à différents emplacements de la fibre optique pour éviter
toute ambiguïté de position dans l’emplacement de l’objet.

10. Un appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le processeur est configuré pour
recevoir des données provenant au moins d’un autre capteur pour éviter toute ambiguïté de position dans l’empla-
cement de l’objet.

11. Un appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le processeur est configuré pour
analyser lesdits signaux de mesure pour détecter des signaux caractéristiques d’un aéronef, dans lesquelles lesdits
signaux caractéristiques d’un aéronef pourraient facultativement comprendre des signaux de mesure tonale d’un
nombre prédéterminé de la pluralité de parties de détection.

12. Un procédé de détection acoustique répartie comprenant le traitement de données acquises à partir d’un détecteur
acoustique réparti à fibre optique (103, 106) pour détecter des objets mobiles, le traitement comprenant la prise
des données comprenant des signaux de mesure indicatifs de signaux acoustiques incidents de chacune d’une
pluralité de portions de détection (204, 208, 404, 406, 408, 410, 412) d’un détecteur acoustique reparti à fibre
optique ; et analyser lesdits signaux de mesure pour identifier un signal caractéristique d’un décalage Doppler de
manière à détecter un objet en mouvement ;
Analyser la caractéristique d’un décalage Doppler pour détecter la portée et / ou l’emplacement de l’objet par rapport
au détecteur acoustique reparti à fibre optique et caractérisé par :
l’analyse des signaux de mesure à partir d’une pluralité de parties de détection (404, 406, 408 , 410, 412) pour
déterminer le temps (t1, t2, t3, t4, t5) auquel le taux maximal de changement de fréquence se produit pour chaque
partie de détection et dans lequel le temps auquel le taux maximal de changement de fréquence se produit pour
chaque partie de détection est utilisé pour déterminer le temps auquel l’objet était le plus proche de cette partie de
détection.

13. Un procédé de détection acoustique reparti selon la revendication 12, par lequel l’étape de prise de données consiste
à interroger une fibre optique (102) avec un rayonnement optique et à produire un signal de mesure indiquant des
signaux acoustiques incidents à partir de chacune d’une pluralité de parties de détection de ladite fibre optique ;
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14. Un procédé selon la revendication 13, dans lequel ladite fibre optique est déployée le long de la bordure ou du
périmètre et ledit procédé comprend le contrôle de ladite bordure ou dudit périmètre.

15. Un procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 13 à 14, comprenant la détection d’un signal acoustique
provenant d’un émetteur acoustique situé sur l’objet.

16. Un procédé selon la revendication 15, comprenant la mise en place d’un objet à détecter avec un transducteur
acoustique agencé pour produire une sortie acoustique à une fréquence définie.
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